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THE SKY IS THE LIMIT: LOOKING FOR A BALANCE BETWEEN FLIGHT 
SAFETY AND SKYSCRAPERS
In April, BRDO presented a model for reviewing the regulation of aerodrome environs 
development. Experts emphasized that properly reviewed laws would significantly improve 
the situation in this sector, and both the society and business would benefit from a positive 
result. Read more here.   

TO SEE THE FOREST FOR THE TREES: TAKE A CLOSER LOOK ON NEW 
FORESTRY BILLS 
The draft laws developed with the participation of the BRDO Office will bring 
632 million hryvnias to the forestry sector. They are currently registered in the Verkhovna 
Rada of Ukraine. If these draft laws are adopted, contributions to the State Fund for the 
Development of Forest Resources out of a special state budget fund will amount to 
632.8 mln UAH starting from January 1, 2019. Read more here. 

HUNGER GAMES: BE PREPARED FOR THE LAUNCH OF THE NEW 
ELECTRICITY MARKET
According to the new Law on the Electricity Market, Ukraine has to change a model of the 
electricity market in accordance with the requirements of the EU Third Energy Package by 
July 1, 2019. Its implementation should imply the free market pricing, reducing the state’s 
influence, competition and possibilities to sell electricity under bilateral agreements. 
However, in the current market conditions in Ukraine, the reform may lead to a significant 
deterioration of the industry’s situation and threatens to discredit the process of European 
integration. Read more about the ways to solve the market problems here.  

CATCH ME IF YOU CAN: THE ISSUE OF COUNTERFEIT, FRAUDULENT 
AND SUB-STANDARD CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 
The construction market is one of the key economy sectors in the country providing its 
potential for the infrastructure development. However, the ineffectiveness of standards 
and real market surveillance for construction constrains the industry development and 
threatens citizens’ safety. BRDO experts and government and public representatives tried 
to find the ways of solving these problems together. More information is available here.

WELCOME TO HOGWARTS: WE LAUNCHED OUR SCHOOL, MIRRORS 
ARE INEVITABLE 
In April, the #BRDOSchool activity was marked with two important events:  the graduation 
of trainees of the first rule-making course and the start of another round of applications for 
the course. The #BRDO strategy is to invest in people. Because tomorrow they will become 
#Agents of Changes. We develop new courses (Policy Analysis, Regulatory Impact Analysis) 
and plan initiating the next admissions for the #Rule-making course. We bring together 
strong people!  😉

WINNIE THE POOH AND THE HONEY TREE: WHAT’S WRONG WITH THE 
HONEY?
Ukraine is one of the six largest honey producers in the world and provides up to 5% of 
world production each year. Bee-farming has a huge potential to increase exports and 
develop small and medium-sized businesses in rural areas. However, the high cost and 
non-transparent rules to enter the market make this industry moving into the shadow and 
result in a lack of adequate control. BRDO experts tried to find the ways to solve the sector 
problems here.

WHAT THE HEALTH: THE PACE OF THE HEALTH REFORM IN UKRAINE 
The government has adopted four resolutions that allow to continue reforming the 
health care system. The BRDO Office has been involved in the process at certain stages, 
in particular, in preparing a regulatory impact analysis. Now Ukrainians will be able to 
sign contracts with doctors who works as individual entrepreneurs and choose a doctor 
independently. This will make the medical services accessible and transparent as well as 
create the favorable business environment. Detailed instructions on how to open a family 
doctor’s cabinet are available on the platform: https://regulation.gov.ua/startup
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